February 8, 2022
Citizens’ Initiative for Affordable Housing
c/o Dennison M. Hall
Hall Investment Holdings
40 Beach Street, Suite 203
Manchester, MA 01944
Reference:

Updated Review of The Sanctuary at Manchester-By-The-Sea

On behalf of the Citizens’ Initiative for Affordable Housing, our office has reviewed the information posted
on the Town’s website (https://manchester.ma.us/729/40B) and have concluded that the current
proposal still fails to address the numerous significant concerns raised in our prior report (attached) from
one year ago. Despite a full year of concerns expressed by many parties over multiple public hearings, the
Applicant has not revised its plan set in a meaningful way since July 16, 2021. Therefore, most of our
concerns remain and will continue as long as the Applicant refuses to provide fundamental information
currently missing and redesigns substandard elements of its design. Our major concerns include:
Safe Access
•

•
•

•

•

The long and steep road with one point of access remains extremely concerning from a public
safety perspective. The design will impact emergency response times and poses the potential for
the multi-story 136-unit building to be effectively cut off from surrounding roads in severe
weather such as the recent ice storm.
The Applicant has not provided evidence of a second means of access or even an “emergency
access only” road that would greatly improve public safety.
Without sidewalks, pedestrians are forced into the roadway where hundreds of trips will be
generated throughout the day, as provided by the Applicant’s TIA, creating unsafe conflicts
between pedestrians and drivers.
Without sidewalks, pedestrians are forced into the roadway to travel between School Street and
the building on top of the hill, and the grade of the proposed drive does not meet ADA
requirements.
Without sidewalks, the current design fails to meet the requirements of the Massachusetts
Architectural Access Board (MAAB). 521 CMR 20.2 states, “Within the boundary of the site, an
accessible route(s) shall be provided from accessible parking, accessible passenger loading zones,
and public streets or sidewalks to the accessible building entrance they serve. The accessible
route(s) shall coincide with the route for the general public.” No such route from School Street
exists in the current design.
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Parking & Transportation
• Despite the reduction to 136 units, there are still either 236 parking spaces (as stated in the plan
set) or 242 spaces (as states in the MassHousing letter & TIA) provided, which is either 147 or 141
spaces short of the required 383 spaces based on the number of bedrooms in the zoning.
• Projects with lower parking ratios that the Applicant provided as comparisons are poorly related
to The Sanctuary based on their locations and especially their proximity to public transportation.
• Lack of connections to public transportation, bicycle infrastructure, and sidewalks along School
Street do not compensate for the insufficient parking spaces offered by the Applicant.
• Analysis by the transportation peer reviewer suggests that study area intersections are at or near
capacity presently and in need of mitigation to support the additional traffic load created by the
proposed development. The ZBA should require the Applicant to mitigate the negative impacts of
its project by improving the near-failing and failing intersections.
• While it is nice that the Applicant “will consider” providing a financial contribution for the design
of identified improvement measures, funds for pedestrian focused improvements at study area
intersections, and the installation of traffic calming elements including radar speed feedback signs
along School Street, the ZBA should to require such mitigation for the proposed project to meet
public safety standards for all residents and visitors to Manchester-by-the-Sea.
Grading
• It should be clear by now that the proposed development at this site does not fit the existing
landscape and to the contrary, development of the site will require extensive blasting of bedrock.
The proposal requires cuts of approximately 25 to 30 feet into the bedrock, cuts into soil
formations approximately 25 to 45 feet at the access driveway near School Street, and fills of up
to about 15 feet. Such extreme earthwork can cause unanticipated consequences on surrounding
environmentally-sensitive resources.
• The Applicant has not provided any information on how these extreme cuts and fills will be
executed and how impacts on surrounding resources will be avoided.
• The Applicant should provide a complete cut and fill analysis to illustrate if there will be a net
export, import, or balance of material from the site.
• A substantial sidehill fill area is directly above a wetland resource area and is likely to negatively
impact that sensitive area.
• There are several substantial retaining walls that are close to property lines, resource areas,
utilities including water lines, wastewater leaching, and stormwater infiltration that either do not
comply with regulations, good design practice, or may compromise the long-term integrity of the
walls.
• The access drive along the east side of the building parallels a 25-foot-high drop-off due to the
proposed retaining wall presenting safety concerns for pedestrians and drivers.
Water & Wastewater
• There is no evidence that there is adequate pressure for fire protection considering the access
drive length and elevation. There is no booster pump shown anywhere on the plans, and the water
line is a dead-end.
• The lack of test pit information and soil logs typical of developments this size and complexity is
alarming and should be provided immediately to allow for a complete review of the project.
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Information should include depth to ledge, soil types, soil conditions, groundwater elevations,
and all other usual and customary findings.
Although there have been changes to the stormwater management system and additional
infiltration systems have been added, there is no way to tell if the proposed design is adequate
without soil logs.
Proper stormwater and wastewater management is critical given the surrounding
environmentally-sensitive resources and hydraulic connection to the Town’s Lincoln Street well.
No details or descriptions of the wastewater treatment facility have been provided.
No details, like grading or access, have been provided for the proposed wastewater leaching
areas, including the one in close proximity to a wetland resource area.

The proposed project is still insufficiently designed to protect public health and safety, and we continue
to seriously question the wisdom of putting 136 units on top of a hill with only one point of access via a
challenging access drive and no alternative access or means of transportation.
Sincerely,
Beals Associates, Inc.

Lawrence M. Beals

Patrick Connolly
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Citizens’ Initiative for Affordable Housing
c/o Dennison M. Hall
Hall Investment Holdings
40 Beach Street, Suite 203
Manchester, MA 01944
Reference:

The Sanctuary at Manchester-By-The-Sea Concerns and Questions

In response to your request, Beals Associates, Inc. has performed an initial review of the proposed project
entitled The Sanctuary at Manchester-By-The-Sea. Our initial review focuses primarily on a seven-sheet
plan set entitled: Site Development Plans For The Sanctuary at Manchester By The Sea 0 School Street
Manchester-By-The-Sea, MA which was issued for review on September 24, 2020. The following is a list
of concerns and questions about the proposed development off of School Street in the northern portion
of Manchester-By-The-Sea. As proposed, the development presents inadequate parking with no other
transportation alternatives, no stormwater management plans, insufficient protection of environmental
resources, and precarious access through the site considering topography and proposed grades. In sum,
the proposed project raises substantial public safety and public health concerns and therefore must be
reconsidered for the betterment of current and future residents of Manchester-By-The-Sea.
Even though the 40B process waives all local regulatory requirements, it is important to consider that
many of the local regulations are based on good engineering practice and are also intended to protect
public health and safety. Throughout this analysis, we cite the local regulations not to ensure compliance
with the local regulations that are waived but instead to ensure that the proposed project respects good
engineering practice while also ensuring the protection of public health and safety for the future residents
of the proposed development and the current residents of Manchester-by-the-Sea.
The most significant concerns are outlined below and grouped in categories for clarity:
Parking
1. 423 parking spaces are required by the Zoning By-laws but only 247 spaces are provided and
therefore, there is a deficit of 176 spaces based on the standards in the Town’s regulations. In
essence, only 58% of the required parking is being provided in the proposed design.
2. In addition to inadequate resident parking, there is no mention of visitor parking in terms of
number of spaces provided or location of those spaces.
3. There is no description or clarification of what the amenity space will entail and no parking has
been dedicated to that use.
4. The proposed average parking ratio of 1.5 spaces/unit, below every parking requirement metric
in the zoning.
5. 3-bedroom units are required to provide five parking spaces, but 1.5 is proposed.
6. 2-bedroom units are required to provide three parking spaces, but 1.5 is proposed.
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7. Parking spaces are required to be 9 feet by 20 feet by zoning, but the surface parking spaces are
9 feet by 18 feet. Garage spaces are not dimensioned.
8. Residents will be reliant on driving since the nearest public transit (Commuter Rail station) is 1.7
miles from site, requiring a 7-minute drive, 10-minute bike ride, or 35-minute walk.
9. There is no bicycle infrastructure, such as bike lanes, existing or proposed on the access drive or
on School Street.
10. There is no bicycle parking shown on any plan, but the Vanasse Traffic Impact Analysis states there
is and should be located near the main entrance.
11. Vehicular speeds on School Street make biking on the “shared travel-way” uncomfortable at best
and unsafe at worst, meaning most residents will not bike due to the safety risk
12. There is no sidewalk on School Street between the site and the Route 128 Southbound ramp
making walking from the site uncomfortable/unsafe.
13. The conclusion of all of the above information is that additional parking, averaging at a minimum
2.0 spaces/unit, needs to be provided for this many units (and visitors) in this location in town.
Water
1. Section 6.11.1 of the Zoning states, “The Water and Sewer Department has provided evidence
that the municipal sewer system can accommodate no more than 200 additional dwelling units
and the public water supply is at or near capacity. The rate of residential and commercial
development in Manchester-by-the-Sea is determined by and should not exceed the ability of the
town to provide adequate public services to safeguard the health, welfare and safety of current
and future residents.” A water system analysis should be performed to determine if there is
adequate water supply for 157 residential units coming online at once. This analysis should be
done for volume, pressure, and fire flow.
2. It should be determined if there is adequate pressure and supply for fire protection considering
the access drive length and elevation. No booster pump is indicated on the plans.
3. Fire hydrants are currently only proposed along the east side of the building. Is there an adequate
number of hydrants and are they in the proper locations for a building of this size? The applicant
should review the plans with the Fire Chief to determine if the Chief believes that the proposed
design is sufficient for his fire protection needs.
4. Taken in aggregate, the number of hydrants does not fulfill the requirement of one hydrant every
500 feet, per Section 7.14 of the Subdivision Rules & Regulations. Although this is a local
requirement, it is also good engineering practice and necessary to protect public safety.
5. There is no Stormwater Management Plan, which is crucial for a site with this much topography,
bedrock, and wetland areas. The only indication of stormwater management is the drainage swale
along the interior side of the access drive to the west of the building and two catch basins at the
intersection of the drive and School Street. Absent any calculations to the contrary, two catch
basins for such a large drainage area are inadequate and will likely result in water discharging into
School Street. Adequate stormwater management is important to protect wetlands, the town’s
drinking water sources, prevent erosion, and limit runoff from the access drive onto School Street.
6. Section 5.10.1.3 of the zoning states, “All runoff from impervious surfaces shall be recharged on
the site, diverted towards areas covered with vegetation for surface infiltration to the extent
possible. Dry wells shall be used only where other methods are not feasible…” There is no
information provided to determine if the current design achieves this requirement nor is there
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sufficient subsurface information to determine if infiltration is possible. Recharge is necessary to
maintain the water balance in the area in order to protect wetland resource areas and water
resources.
Access Drive
1. The proposed driveway is approximately 1,900 feet long, exceeding the standard maximum deadend length of 500 feet (Section 7.09.D.3. Subdivision Rules & Regulations). We are aware that the
access through the site is a private driveway. However, it is intended to function as a roadway
providing access to a large development and therefore in this case, there is no difference between
a driveway and a roadway in terms of functionality. While 40B may waive local design standards,
the reason for creating a maximum length of a dead-end roadway is to protect public safety in an
emergency. It is commonly accepted that with a single point of access, public safety can be
protected to a distance of 500 feet as reflected in the regulations. To ensure the protection of
public safety for roadways or driveways in excess of 500 feet, a secondary means of access and
egress must be provided. A 1,900’ +/- driveway serving 157 residential units with no second point
of access does not adequately protect public safety.
2. We have analyzed the accessibility of the site with a 40’ pumper fire truck measuring the ability
of a truck to negotiate the driveway. The tolerances are very tight and while a truck can negotiate
the driveway, the turn-around at the building, and egress within the driveway, the tracks of the
wheels are frequently on the very edge of the pavement and at times, the wheels are on the
centerline of the driveway. On the east side of the building in the vicinity of the drop-off area,
the pavement is reduced to a width of 22’ which is relatively narrow, particularly considering that
the area is bounded by a guard rail on the east side of the driveway. Attached at the end of this
letter is a copy of the submitted Layout & Materials Plan on which we have overlayed a turning
analysis showing the path of a 40’ pumper fire truck as it navigates through the development. The
red lines indicate the path of the tires on the ground surface and the green lines show the
overhang of the truck. As indicated by this analysis, the truck must navigate through the site with
very tight tolerances in order to travel to the turn around and to return.
3. Section 7.09.C.2. of the Subdivision Rules & Regulations states that subdivisions of over 25 lots
shall require two means of access. Typically, one can assume an equivalency of one lot = one
housing unit, but in this case one lot can equal six housing units and still exceed this metric. Two
means of access is critical for public safety.
4. In Manchester-by-the-Sea, a road that provides access to more than 120 housing units is
considered an Arterial Road, illustrating the importance of clear access through wider dimensions,
lower gradients, and larger curve radii to accommodate the larger traffic volume. Although not
technically a street, the proposed access drive functions as such for the 157 units on top of the
hill but it does not comply with the standards deemed to be necessary for this scale of
development.
5. No sidewalks are shown along the access drive. How do pedestrians walk safely between the
building on top of the hill and School Street on a winding road with a large volume of vehicles
traversing the drive daily?
6. Can pedestrians access the abutting trail network from the proposed building? If they access it
from School Street, sidewalks along the access drive become more important.
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7. Typically, arterial (and collector) roads that serve at least 120 residential units require sidewalks
on both sides. Given the existing topography one sidewalk may be adequate, but zero are
currently proposed and not acceptable
8. Will the access drive be lit? No information is provided and lighting is critical for the safety of
pedestrians who may be walking in the driveway at night.
Grading
1. The driveway to the project is steep, narrow, curvilinear and abuts very steep slopes in different
locations.
2. The retaining wall on the east side of the building for the access drive, as shown in the section on
the last page of the October 2020 presentation, will be 30 feet tall so assurances need to be made
that the design can be constructed as shown safely, especially since this is the only point of access
to the parking garage entrance/exit.
3. The entrance of the site is 37 feet below the top of the highest retaining wall and 61 feet below
the turn-around at the end of the drive on top of the hill. Assurances need to be made that the
design can be constructed as shown and safely. The applicant should provide plans showing the
construction details along with a construction sequencing plan describing the steps necessary to
construct the substantial walls.
4. The rendering on sheet A17 of the developer presentation from October 2020 is deceiving and
fades the proposed building to minimize its visual impact from the roadway. In reality, it will loom
large above the trees and the surrounding area.
5. Similarly, sheet A19 from the same presentation does not accurately represent the steep climb of
the access drive and the height of the series of retaining walls at the foot of the hill.
Wetlands
•

•

•

The existing isolated wetland on the western side of the site is to be filled and replicated
elsewhere at a ratio of 2:1. No replication area is shown on any plan. The selected location is
essential for successful replication since most attempts are unsuccessful from an ecological
perspective. The replication area should be shown before approval is granted to fill in the existing
wetland as part of the access drive. In addition, the isolated wetland should be checked in the
spring to determine if it contains any vernal pools, which sometimes occur within isolated
wetlands.
The 30-foot-tall retaining wall supporting the access drive on the eastern side of the building
encroaches into the 100-foot buffer zone of a wetland to the east. What assurances are provided
that snowplows will not simply direct snow off the roadway into the buffer and potentially
contaminate the sensitive resource area? Because the massive wall is so close to the wetlands,
the project proponent should produce plans and a sequence of construction documenting how
the wall can be constructed without impacting the adjacent wetlands.
The leaching field shown on sheet 102B can only be accessed by filling in the wetland directly to
the northwest and should therefore be relocated. In addition, a sewer line would have to pass
through this wetland area connecting the sewage treatment plan to the leach field and a
permanent means of access must be created to ensure long term maintenance of the leach field.
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The method of access should be designed to ensure that if constructed in combination with the
other wetland filling, that the 5,000-sf wetland fill limit is not exceeded.
Similarly, sheet C-102A states the exact size and location of wastewater treatment tanks are still
to be determined, but their location and size are crucial to understand the potential impacts of
the proposed design before approval.

Sewage Disposal
•

•

•

Insufficient information is provided to properly assess the adequacy of the proposed sewage
treatment plant and the leach fields necessary for the disposal of the development’s sewage
effluent. The plans indicate that a limited number of test pits are located in areas of the proposed
leaching fields but the test pit logs are not shown on the plans. In an environmentally sensitive
area such as this site, extensive subsurface explorations should be performed to evaluate the soil
profile including soil characteristics, permeability, depth to the seasonal high groundwater
elevation, depth to bedrock and any other subsurface conditions that may affect the performance
and adequacy of the proposed leaching areas.
Hydrogeologicaly, the proposed development area appears to be a bedrock hill surrounded by
wetlands and/or rivers on four sides. To the west of the site, there is an extensive area of wetland
resources known as Cedar Swamp which includes bordering vegetated wetlands and a river
flowing in the center of Cedar Swamp. To the north of the site is a large wetland known as
Beaverdam Swamp which includes Sawmill Brook. Where Sawmill Brook changes direction from
an easterly flow to a southerly flow, the brook flows in close proximity to a non-community
groundwater well presumably serving the adjacent medical building. Sawmill Brook continues
flowing in a southerly direction to a confluence with Cat Brook. Cat Brook continues to flow in a
southerly direction where it flows in close proximity to a public groundwater well and due to its
close proximity, the brook flows through both the zone 1 and zone 2 protected areas around this
public water supply well. Finally, there is a large wetland area located to the south of the site
known as Millets Swamp.
As evidenced by the information above, it appears that any effluent disposed of in the vicinity of
the proposed development, will be transported through both a surface water system and a
ground water system that moves towards and through the protected areas of at least two known
water supply wells. As a consequence, it is critically important that the performance of the
sewage disposal system be assessed in detail to determine its impact on the groundwater supplies
and whether the system is capable of protecting the health of those dependent on the two known
wells and any other private wells that may exist in this area. With regard to the sewage disposal
system design, the only information on the current plan set is notes stating: “Wastewater
Treatment Leaching Fields, Typ. (Exact size & Location to be Determined by Others)” and
“Wastewater Treatment Facility, Typ. (Exact Size & Location of Treatment Tanks to be
Determined by Others)” The project is not viable without an adequate means of sewage disposal
and with the downstream water supply systems, the adequacy of the sewage treatment plant and
leach fields must be thoroughly vetted to ensure the protection of public health.
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Site Plan Review Criteria
Although the proposed project is exempt from zoning requirements as a 40B project, the underlying
criteria for approving projects should not be ignored. Section 6.5 of the Zoning outlines the criteria the
Zoning Board of Appeal must consider in approving a site plan and the proposed design does not meet
the following:
(a) Protection of adjacent areas against detrimental or offensive uses on the site by provisions of
adequate surface water drainage, buffers against lighting, sight, sound, dust, vibration, and
allowance of sun, light, and air:
No Stormwater Management Plan is available to determine the adequacy of surface water
drainage and given the topography, grades, presence of ledge, and proximity to sensitive
environmental resources such information is even more crucial than usual.
(b) Convenience and safety of vehicular and pedestrian movement within the site and in relation
to adjacent areas:
The 1900-foot-long access drive exceeds the standard length of a dead-end road in town, provides
only one point of access off School Street, features average grades between 6-8%, increases in
elevation over 60 feet, and includes a 30-foot-tall retaining wall on the east side, all of which
reduce the ease of access and therefore safety. Furthermore, no sidewalks are provided along the
access drive to facilitate safe pedestrian movement between the building at the top of the hill and
School Street and nearby trails 60 feet below.
(c) Adequacy of facilities of handling and disposal of refuse and other production by-products
The plan set does not contain sufficient information to properly assess the adequacy of facilities
for handling and disposal of refuse and other production by-products
(d) Protection of environmental features on the site and in adjacent areas:
Without adequate stormwater management, which is unknown as this time, abutting wetlands
will be subjected to runoff from the roadway. The isolated wetland that will be filled is to be
replicated but no location is given, and since most replications are unsuccessful ecologically this
detail is important. Additionally, the development will lead to deforestation, blasting, and site
work that will irrevocably change this natural area in close proximity to conservation land. This
work is governed by the state Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act and therefore it is not
waived by 40B.
(e) Promotion of appropriate arrangement of structures within the site and in relation to existing
structures within the district and neighborhood:
The proposed structure is located at the top of a hill, over 60 feet above School Street, and with
only one point of access. Combined with the necessity of blasting and excavation to create the
pad for the building, and the filling of a wetland for the access road, it is clear this site is not
suitable for the scale of the proposed project.
(f) Coordination with and improvement of systems of vehicular and pedestrian access, drainage,
water supply, sewage disposal, lighting, landscaping, wetlands, water courses, buildings and other
features that support the neighborhood:
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At this time, there is no indication of off-site improvements but there is no safe pedestrian or
bicycle access along School Street or from School Street to the proposed building, no drainage
details provided, no indication of water source, only vague outlines of potential sewage disposal
locations (one of which would necessitate filling another wetland to access it), no information
about lighting, and admitted damage to abutting wetlands.
(g) Compliance with all applicable sections of the Zoning By-Laws.

Subdivision Design Objectives
Furthermore, the local Subdivision Rules & Regulations outline several Design Objectives (Section 7.02)
that we believe are appropriate to a project of this size. The following should be reduced to the greatest
extent possible:
1. Volume of cut and fill:
No detailed analysis is provided but given the proposed project is located on top of a hill, it is
reasonable to assume significant cutting will be required. The highpoint on the site is at elevation
152. The plans indicated that the first-floor elevation of the proposed building is 119 with a garage
under the first floor. To achieve the finished grades, the existing site will have to be lowered in
overall elevation by approximately 40 feet. This will result in the removal of a significant amount
of soil and rock. The applicant should be required to provide a cut and fill analysis of the proposed
site plan to evaluate how much material will have to be removed from the site.
2. Area over which existing vegetation will be disturbed, especially if within 200 feet of a river,
wetland or waterbody or in areas having a slope of more than 15%:
The proposed project will result in deforestation within 200 feet of multiple wetlands (including
filling one in) and in areas of steep slopes.
3. Number of trees removed having a diameter over 12” at breast height:
No detailed analysis is given, but for a mature forest such as the one located on-site, it is
reasonable to expect an abundance of trees with a diameter over 12” and that many will be
removed during the construction process. More details should be provided to account for this
destruction.
4. Extent of waterways altered or relocated:
Although no defined waterways will be impacted, one wetland will be filled for the access road
and a second may be filled to access the sewage disposal area southeast of the building.
Furthermore, the lack of stormwater management currently proposed puts all abutting wetlands
at risk for alteration of their ecological conditions.
5. Dimensions of paved areas except as necessary for safety and convenience, especially in aquifer
recharge areas
6. Buildings located within 500 feet of existing Town roads:
The proposed building is over 800 feet from the closest Town road (School Street), and there is
only one point of access. The building is over 60 feet higher than the intersection with that road,
average proposed grades are 6-8%, and there is a 30-foot-tall retaining wall to support the access
drive, all of which raises serious concerns about vehicular and emergency access.
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In summary, the proposed project is inadequately designed and does not provide sufficient protection of
public health and safety. We question the advisability of placing 157 units on top of a hill, surrounded by
steep slopes, with only one point of access via a challenging access drive and no alternative access or
means of transportation. We provide this initial review for your consideration and with the intent of
highlighting the improvements necessary to make this a viable project.
Sincerely,
Beals Associates, Inc.

Lawrence M. Beals

Patrick Connolly

